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Metadata problems when collections are aggregated:
• Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe), 1832-1909
• Savage, C. R.(Charles Roscoe),1832-1909
• Savage, C.R. (Charles Roscoe)
• Savage, Charles R.
• C. R. Savage (Charles Roscoe Savage and George Ottinger), 
Pioneer Art Gallery, East Temple Street, Salt Lake City, 
Utah
• Charles R. Savage
• Savage, Charles Roscoe
• C. R. (Charles Roscoe) Savage, photographer
• Savage, C. R.
• Charles R. Charles R. Savage
Utah State Historical Society Classified Photograph Collection
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=432953
Charles R. Savage, perplexed by his many name 
variants. 
More metadata, more metadata problems
• Vendor based DAMS often not offering good authority control solutions
• Libraries in Utah often consult additional regional names sources
• Daughters of Utah Pioneers name index: 
http://www.dupinternational.org/pioneer_index.php.
•Hosting collections for many partners means less control over cataloging practices.




a. May 2016 - October 2016
2. Evaluation and Testing
a. November 2016 - April 2017
3. Pilot Implementation
a. May 2017 - October 2017
4. Assessment and Future Planning
a. November 2017 - April 2018
Current Reality/Gaps
• Testing phase lasting longer
• Have sped up future assessment 
activities by scripting statistics 
gathering through leveraging DPLA 
API
Collaborating with other institutions





●University of Nevada, Reno
●University of Denver
Advisory Board:
• Kevin Ford, Art Institute of Chicago
• Gretchen Gueguen, DPLA
• Eric Miller, Zepheira
• Philip Schreur, Stanford




Phase 1: data model review
Data to capture 
• Preferred form of name
• Alternate forms of name




• Discussed possibilities for data modeling 
with partners 
• Based on data samples received and goals for project,
thought EAC-CPF best fit our needs Diary of B. H. Roberts, 1884-1885, page 1
http://content.lib.utah.edu/cdm/ref/collection/uw/id/3069
Phase 1: metadata wrangling (data submitted)
Phase 1: metadata wrangling (data compiled)
Phase 1: metadata wrangling (data deduplicated)
Phase 1: metadata wrangling (data metrics)
• Started with ~500,000 names
• Deduplicated to 76,360
• 7357 -- 2+ collections (9.6%)
• 1484 -- 2+ institutions (1.9%)
• 271 -- 2+ states (0.35%)
• 62,381 personal names
• 10,706 corporate bodies
• 3,273 unknown
• 1091 are single words
• 2400+ cross references
• 500+ PN are First Last
Total names submitted
• Brigham Young University - 30,535
• University of Utah - 7533
• Utah State University - 2067
• Utah State Historical Society - 12,138
• Utah State Archives - 3657
• University of Nevada, Reno - 1277
• Oregon Digital - 4170
• University of Denver - 16,608
Gaps: Building Database of Local Names
• Initial process extremely time consuming
• Some automated processing, but plenty of manual effort
• How best to onboard additional bulk lists of 
names/collection metadata exports from institutions once 
we want to expand?
• Might need to establish standardized way of submitting?
• Pilot is lopsided/incomplete in regional coverage
Phase 2: investigating tools (evaluation matrix)
https://goo.gl/wMQRbY
Investigating tools - areas evaluated
• Technical Support Requirements
• Software type (backend, 
middleware, framework, 
complete solution)
• Batch Import Support
• Batch editing of controlled 
vocabulary terms
• LOD publishing




• Open Source Software 
Development Support
• SPARQL Endpoint
• Ease of Installation 
• Ongoing support considerations 
• Time to be installed
• Triple Store dependency







Gaps: Vocabulary Management Tools
• Will likely end up using a mix of software for name 
management and additional processing to produce what we 
want
• Is there one tool to rule them all?
• Testing process taking longer than expected, but moving 
forward.
Phase 3: pilot implementation
• Perform full evaluation of selected software - harvest, standardize, 
reconcile, and import controlled vocabulary information into the 
software of choice and make data available as LOD
• Hire and train student assistant to facilitate data entry, vocabulary 
reconciliation and enrichment, research, vocabulary maintenance, 
and assessment tasks.
• Enrich data with relationships and collections holding information.
• Explore the possibility of setting up an OpenRefine reconciliation 
service for the vocabulary.
• Develop and revise collaborative workflows.
Phase 4: assessment (workflows)
• Reconciliation issues - Gaps
• Many partners on 
CONTENTdm
• Need external system not tied 
to specific digital library 
software/infrastructure 
• Explore impact of WNAF on 
metadata creators and users
• Managing vocabulary
• Training opportunities
Block Prints of Lennox and Catherine Tierney Private 
Art Collection [002]: Geisha under Flowering Tree
Lennox and Catherine Tierney Photograph Collection
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=329534
Phase 4: assessment (statistics)
Search results in December 2016 Creator Subject
Name MWDL DPLA MWDL DPLA
Savage, C. R. 2022 2226 44 50
Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe) 1830 2023 43 44
Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe), 1832-1909 1708 1901 43 43
Savage, C. R., 1832-1909 1708 1901 43 43
Savage, Charles 1936 2165 60 126
Savage, Charles R. 1932 2128 58 65
Savage, Charles R., 1832-1909 1708 1902 43 43
Savage, Charles Roscoe 1833 2034 44 53
Savage, Charles Roscoe, 1832-1909 1708 1904 43 43
Savage, Charles, 1832-1909 1708 1905 43 43
Savage, Chas. R. 1 1 0 1
Savage, Chas. R., 1832-1909 0 0 0 0
Phase 4: assessment (expanding use)
• Develop a plan for expanding 
the controlled vocabulary to 
more institutions.
• Consider what would be 
needed to move into full 
production for the project.
Thomas Jefferson O'Brien journal commencing Feb. 6, 1895
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=1042220#t_1042220
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